O'Malley May Bar Jersey Farmers From Markets

Will Shut Them Out if They Keep 'Cricketing' Him.

Commercial of 150,000 O'Malley Factions to the Jersey Farmers from What They Consider to Be an Unfair Stumping Meeting of Their Own Club. - William L. BEETHE, President of the Jersey Farmers, Corresponding to Congressmen Unto the O'Malley Faction, Has Suggested to His Faction.

"Mr. O'Malley," said Mr. Beethe, "is looking after the best interests of his faction. As a director of the Jersey Farmer's Club, he has come to the conclusion that the best interests of his faction are served by the passage of some bill which will prohibit the sale of fresh farm produce in New Jersey."

"The Jersey Farmers are a group of individuals who are interested in the welfare of the farmers of this state, and they are not interested in the welfare of the O'Malley faction."

Two Battleships and Flock of Destroyers Give Color and Life to the Hudson River

It has been a tradition for a century to celebrate the Fourth of July with military and naval displays along the Hudson River. This year, the biggest display was held on the 4th, and the Hudson was filled with warships of all kinds. Thousands of people lined the banks to watch the ships. The two battleships and a flock of destroyers were the main attractions. The battleships were the best known ones, and the destroyers were the newest. The Hudson was a sea of red, white and blue, and the sky was filled with the sound of gunshots. It was a magnificent display and a fitting tribute to our country.

Pay for 1; get 2!

-A custom-tailored Palm Beach Suit
-A three-piece Business Suit

A Smart, Custom-Tailored Vacation Suit FREE—along with a saving of $10 in cash on a Three-Piece Spring or Fall Woolen Suit

Here's a tailor sale, so big in its value-giving, that it seems almost too good to be true. So, instead of giving you mere exuberant talk about it, let's get down to the concrete facts and figures.

July and August are "knock-off" months in the tailoring business—when most tailor shops mark time—waiting for the Fall season.

But not the Royal Shops. We never halt or lessen production—even though we run at a loss in slack seasons. For there's a big cash value to us, in holding the organization intact; in keeping the personnel of our shops kept up to full season efficiency the year around.

To accomplish this result in July and August, we're going several steps further than we've ever gone—not only manufacturing at cost, but taking a loss on every Summer sale, to make our great shop sales come off.

Here's the Astounding Proposition! While this sale lasts, we'll tailor to your order at $49.98, the quality and calibers of a made-to-measure suit that you could not duplicate elsewhere for less than $50.

That's a $10 saving right there. And on top of that, we'll include a finely tailored, built-to-measure Palm Beach suit—without a penny of extra cost. The Palm Beach comes to you with our compliments.

You get to choose, custom-made, three-piece suit selected from our best Spring and Summer fabrics, or from our advance purchases for Fall. A genuine $50 custom-tailor value—and it will be yours, free. Beach-suits, besides—worth $40—sold only.

We cannot guarantee to hold this offer open for any definite length of time. We will accept only enough business on this basis to keep our shops busy.

If, therefore, you want the greatest clothing value you have ever had—at any time before, during or after the war—get your hands on these now—and place your order!